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ABSTRACT
Whether they demonstrated slaves’ awareness of the politics
of their day or recorded aspects of their African past or
documented their efforts to preserve family ties, runaway
slave advertisements are an invaluable staple of African
American Studies. For almost a century, they have revealed
complex stories, rich vignettes that exposed varied aspects
of black life before emancipation. But perhaps the most
nuanced parts of runaway slave advertisements are the
multifaceted nature of slave resistance and agency that
notices communicated without words. Between the lines of
their composition, masters relied on the public’s
imagination and common sense. Without uttering a single
word, slaves made their intentions known; they
inadvertently co-authored runaway advertisements. Indeed,
absent in current scholarship concerning slavery and
resistance is the story of how enslaved African Americans
used silence to achieved voice, agency, and text.

Advertisements for fugitive slaves are complex living pictures or tableau vivants
that conceal as much as they reveal. Unlike probate inventories that documented
evidence of slave families, church records that registered vital statistics or diary
entries that occasionally revealed instances of slaves’ conduct, newspaper
notices for runaway slaves captured powerful tales of African Americans as
active actors in history. For almost 100 years, scholars have turned to runaway
advertisements to uncover various aspects of African American life in early
America. In their studies of slavery, for example, Lorenzo Greene, Gerald
W. Mullin, Lathan A. Windley, and most recently Wendy Warren, Christy
Clark-Pujara, and Jared Hardesty used runaway slave notices to highlight the
fact that African Americans were far from the docile servants once described
by U. B. Philips in his American Negro Slavery. Benjamin Quarles and Sylvia
Frey discovered in fugitive accounts a record that proved slaves’ awareness of
the politics of their day. During the American Revolution, as Woody Holton
observed, slaves not only answered freedom’s call, but also forced a hesitant Vir-
ginia colony into declaring independence. In Luther P. Jackson and W. Jeffrey
Bolster’s work, advertisements revealed the existence of a rich maritime culture
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in which slaves navigated the assorted waterways of the early American land-
scape. In Shane White and Graham White, Michael A. Gomez, and Michael
T. Coolen’s studies of slavery, runaway advertisements documented evidence
of how slaves’ memories of their African homelands, memories that would
shape the development of African American culture in the New World. For
Herbert G. Gutman, Philip D. Morgan, and Billy G. Smith, notices registered a
record of an enduring black family. In my study, they represented a type of sig-
nature, evidence of reading and writing even though most slaves were denied
access to literacy. In Marisa J. Fuentes and Erica Armstrong Dunbar’s studies,
advertisements were used to not only uncover Herstory, but also to challenge tra-
ditional notions regarding archival sources. Most recently, Sharon Block used
runaway advertisements to reveal a complex history in which ideologies regard-
ing race, class, and health merged.1

Missing, however, in studies about runaways, perhaps except for the work of
David Waldstreicher, is an analysis of them as ‘the first slave narratives.’ Well
before Olaudah Equiano, Frederick Douglass, and Harriet Jacobs published their
life stories, the short vignettes concealed in advertisements revealed stories of
courageous individuals who dreamt of freedom and ran away to realize those
very dreams. Long before the WPA slave narratives were recorded in the 1930s,
runaway notices filled newspapers, revealing rich accounts in which enslaved
African Americans emerged as the protagonists of their own life stories. Accord-
ingly, this essay builds on Waldstreicher’s provocative claim that advertisements
were in fact the first narratives as it delves into notices as a type of tableau
vivant, living pictures filled with dramaturgy. For in addition to providing a
general description of runaways, many fugitive advertisements included insightful
details about slaves that reflected the intimacy and complexity of most master-
slave relationships. Indeed, except for Waldstreicher, few scholars have yet to
call our attention to the dramaturgical discourses involved in the composition of
notices. By running away, slaves compelled their masters to respond. In the cre-
ation of advertisements, both master and slave shared, albeit unintentionally,
the laurel of authorship. Reassurances included in several notices certainly
suggest this as masters, on occasion, asked their slaves to return on their own.
Examining silence as a type of text, this essay explores the ways in which New
England slaves, slaves like John Bulkley’s Billah, co-authored, indirectly through
their actions, the advertisements theirmasterswere forced to place in newspapers.2

‘A Negro Girl named Billah’

Billah’s story began on 7 June 1743 when the following runaway slave advertise-
ment appeared in the Boston Gazette:

Ran-away from Capt. John Bulkley of Boston on the 25th of last Month, a Negro Girl
named Billah, about 18 Years of Age, short of Stature, and well dress’d. Whoever takes
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her up and brings her to her said Master, shall be satisfied to Content. And all Persons
are hereby caution’d against entertaining, concealing or carrying off said Servant on
Penalty of the Law.3

The story the notice reveals is multi-layered. First and foremost, Billah’s story is
one of slave resistance. If but for only a brief period of time, she owned herself.
She pretended to be free. She denounced New England bondage with her feet.
Like most runaways, Billah decided to leave when the weather got better. Deter-
mined to be her own master, she fled during the summer months probably to
escape the additional obstacle of the colder climes that characterized many
New England winters. (Table 1) In addition to stealing herself, the 18-year-old
fugitive carried with her only the clothes she wore that day. She left, Bulkley
explained, ‘well dress’d.’ If not a subtle invocation of paternalism, the captain’s
observation about his woman’s clothing might have represented a moment of
magnanimity. Unlike some of his contemporaries, he made sure his bondservant
had adequate clothing. Despite this, either in the dead of night or in the broad
daylight, the young fugitive took matters into her own hands. Amid Boston’s
assortment of buildings that included the King’s Chapel, a prison, the Old
Meeting House, the short-statured woman stole away. In her bid to be free,
she might have even passed by Samuel Kneeland and Timothy Green’s printing
shop that would record her flight to freedom.4

Almost two weeks would pass before Bulkley went to the print shop on Queen
Street, near his house. Prior to that visit, he probably opted to wait. Like most
subscribers (See Appendix 1) who placed runaway advertisements in the news-
paper, the captain might have elected to give the fugitive time to return on her
own volition. Or, before incurring the expense of placing a notice in the paper,

Table 1. Seasons/months of departure for New England fugitives (measured in percentages).
SPRING

March April May
5% 6% 8%

SUMMER

June July August
14% 13% 15%

FALL

September October November
10% 12% 6%

WINTER

December January February
4% 4% 3%

Sources: Lathan A. Windley, Runaway Slave Advertisements: A Documentary History. New York: Greenwood Press,
1983. 4 vols; Billy G. Smith and Richard Wojtowicz, Blacks Who Stole Themselves: Advertisement for Runaways
in the Pennsylvania Gazette, 1728–1790. Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 1989; Graham Russell
Hodges and Alan Edward Brown, ‘Pretends to Be Free’: Runaway Slave Advertisements from Colonial and Revolu-
tionary New York and New Jersey. New York: Fordham University, 1994; Antonio T. Bly, Escaping Bondage: A Docu-
mentary History of Runaway Slaves in Eighteenth-Century New England, 1700–1789. Maryland: Lexington Books,
2012; Readex: America’s Historical Newspapers Database; and, Eighteenth-Century American Newspapers in
the Library of Congress in Microfilm.
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he might have gotten the word out about his runaway through other avenues. If
not by word of mouth, he might have posted a manuscript copy of the advertise-
ment in certain public spaces. To be sure, as interested parties in Boston labored
toward the bondswoman’s apprehension and likewise their own monetary gain,
news of Billah’s bold endeavor to own herself could probably be heard in com-
munal places like taverns, ordinaries, and court yards, if not in the common
areas most streets provided.5

Bulkley’s appeal to the public might have worked. Not long after the adver-
tisement had been printed in the newspaper, deputized citizens may have dis-
covered the fugitive, took her into custody, and collected their just reward. In
the absence of additional documentation, however, it is equally plausible that
the enslaved woman returned on her own volition. Left with only a few
options in the man hunt generated by the printed notice, Billah might have
elected to return to her master’s place. There, she pleaded for leniency.
Either way, after some time, the fugitive woman had been back in Bulkley’s
possession. The slave owner had been made whole again. Judging from sub-
sequent advertisements that would appear later in the Boston Gazette, Billah
decided, at least for a time, to stay put.

The détente the two observed came to an end on 13 October 1747. Almost
four years had passed before Billah’s name remerged in the newspaper.
Despite the coming of winter, she elected to run away again. Besides indicating
that the fugitive woman had either been captured or that she decided to return to
her master on her own, the runaway advertisement printed in the newspaper on
that occasion included additional facts. Billah, for example, survived smallpox.
She also learned to speak the King’s English tolerably well. As before, the fugitive
left well dressed. ‘When she went away,’ Bulkley explained in more precise
terms, she had on ‘a purple and white Callicoe Gown, a red and white Callicoe
Peticoat, [and] Wooden Heel’d Shoes.’ The notice also outlined in more precise
terms the reward for the fugitive. Besides ‘all necessary charges,’ Bulkley prom-
ised: ‘three Pounds Old Tenor.’ In the parlance of the day, the notice concluded
much like the one before; ‘All Persons are hereby cautioned against concealing
or carrying off said Negro on Penalty of Law.’6

Despite the many uncertainties that lay before her, Billah persisted in her
endeavor to be her own master. Shortly after being captured a second time,
she ran away a third. Almost 10 months appears to have passed. During the
last month of the summer of 1748, the fugitive woman left Bulkley’s place
again. In addition to reporting the customary details regarding his runaway,
the Boston slave owner told his neighbors that his servant carried with her a
new assortment of clothing. She wore, he reported, a ‘blue Jacket and a strip’d
homespun Petticoat.’ Reflecting perhaps the fact that Billah was a few years
older, Bulkley decreased the amount of the reward. In addition to ‘all necessary
charges,’ he offered the public modest compensation: 40 shillings, old Tenor. Not
surprisingly, two weeks passed. No news of Billah.7
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Apparently, the captain’s neighbors did not take the bait. By mid-October,
rather than wait any longer, Bulkley returned to Kneeland and Green’s print
shop. For two additional shillings, he changed the amount of the reward prom-
ised for the return of his bondservant: ‘Four Pounds, old tenor,’ and, of course,
‘all necessary Charges.’ Several more days passed; still no news of Billah. For an
additional two more shillings, Kneeland and Green reprinted the notice in their
Boston Gazette.8

Presumably, Billah’s third flight might have proven the charm. Unwittingly,
the town’s landscape might have aided the fugitive in her flight. Less than a
mile from her master’s place on Queen Street, she may have made her way to
the Long Wharf that extended into Boston Harbor (Image 1). There, she
could have stowed away aboard a ship anchored in the port and waited for
the vessel to set sail. She could have also made her way further northward,
perhaps toward one of the many shipyards in the town, where she passed for

Image 1. Billah’s Boston. This map illustrates the environment the fugitive woman navigated
when she dared to steal herself. Her master resided in a house on Queen Street (highlighted
section), the same street where Kneeland and Green’ s print shop had been located. On the
west side of Queen there had been a prison and the church square. Southeast from her
master’s place had been the Long Wharf, a half of a mile long pier that extended into Boston
Harbor. Depending on the breeze, the smell of salt water might have filled the air. “The
Town of Boston in New England by Capt. John Bonner, 1722. Aetatis Suae 60. Facsimile map
by George Smith after map by John Bonner, printed 1835. Collection of the Massachusetts His-
torical Society.”
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free. Considering the nature of most warnings included in runaway advertise-
ments, it is possible that the woman found safe haven among some Boston
do-gooders or sympathetic residents who considered slavery contrary to their
religious beliefs. If not for religious convictions, like Samuel Sewall who wrote
the antislavery pamphet, The Selling of Joseph in 1700, some could have
helped the fugitive because they thought slavery intellectually distasteful.

Then again, morality may have had very little to do with the matter. To a
certain kind of shady, would-be employer, Billah’s flight offered them the oppor-
tunity of securing cheap labor at a rock-bottom price. It is also possible that the
defiant woman had been taken up and sold to a slave owner who resided on a
plantation in one of the southern colonies, if not somewhere in the British
West Indies. It is equally possible that the fugitive had been taken up again
and returned to her master who might have decided to sell her for her insolence.
Ultimately, what became of the brave runaway slave woman is a mystery.9

Besides the obvious, the story of Billah’s flights tells us another story, one
almost hidden in plain sight. In that story, the enslaved woman wrote herself
into history. That accomplishment represents no small feat considering her
background. Judging from her age, her initial inability to speak the King’s
English, and the fact that her master did not indicate that she had been born
in the New World, the runaway slave might have been a native of Africa. Her
unusual name certainly underscores the possibility of an African past. Of the
hundreds of fugitives who absconded in New England during the eighteenth
century, almost 20 per cent had African names. (Table 2) Not to be confused
with the name ‘Bilhah,’ who had been Rachel’s maidservant, Jacobs’s concubine,
and Rueben’s mistress in the Old Testament, the name Billah reflected not only
the presence of Islam in West Africa, but also African traditions in which chil-
dren were named for specific characteristics. A word of Arabic origin, the name
signified a benediction. Literally, it meant someone with God. By contrast,
‘Bilhah’ in Hebrew meant ‘unworried’ or ‘bashful.’10

Table 2. Naming characteristics of New England runaways (measured in percentages).
Naming categories

Periods African Biblical Classical Work or Geographical Anglo or Western n/a

1730s 27% 20% 15% 5% 21% 12%
1740s 20% 15% 29% 13% 16% 7%
1750s 18% 15% 29% 10% 20% 8%
1760s 13% 22% 23% 13% 20% 9%
1770s 9% 13% 26% 14% 28% 10%

Sources: Lathan A. Windley, Runaway Slave Advertisements: A Documentary History. New York: Greenwood Press,
1983. 4 vols.; Billy G. Smith and Richard Wojtowicz, Blacks Who Stole Themselves: Advertisement for Runaways
in the Pennsylvania Gazette, 1728–1790. Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 1989; Graham Russell
Hodges and Alan Edward Brown, ‘Pretends to Be Free’: Runaway Slave Advertisements from Colonial and Revolu-
tionary New York and New Jersey. New York: Fordham University, 1994; Antonio T. Bly, Escaping Bondage: A Docu-
mentary History of Runaway Slaves in Eighteenth-Century New England, 1700–1789. Maryland: Lexington Books,
2012; Readex: America’s Historical Newspapers Database; and, Eighteenth-Century American Newspapers in
the Library of Congress in Microfilm.
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Even though the rest of Billah’s background is hard to discern fully in the 
absence of additional documentation, another thing seemed apparent. She 
refused to obey. Like many other runaways, Billah repeatedly absconded. Over 
the course of five years, she left again and again. On at least three other separate 
occasions, she absconded; she demanded her freedom. Interestingly, each time, 
her master preserved the correct spelling of her name in print. Perhaps, as her 
name implies, God (Allah) might have truly been with her.11

Silence as text

Like many runaway notices, the advertisements printed in the Gazette for 
Billah’s capture are full of silences. Silence, however, is not a reference to the 
absence of speech, writing, or print. Rather, it represents a different type of 
speech. It signifies a different kind of writing. For silence represents the palimp-
sest that frames historical action. Like R.G. Collingwood’s idea about the unseen, 
constant, unchanging forces that determine nature, or more recently Rhys 
Isaac’s notion about the terrifying power of history and dramaturgical inquiry, 
silence is the social context that defined and determined human interaction. 
It is not only evidence referenced inferentially from the remnants left in 
writing, but also the necessary voids that establishes the form, context, and 
meaning of texts. For example, though not plainly stated in Bulkley’s 
notices, the pulsating thump of Billah’s heart is nevertheless present. It is 
almost palatable because anxiety and fear are the universal, natural conse-
quences of challenging authority. The actual dates of Billah’s departure  and  
likewise the dates her name appeared in the paper also underscore the precar-
iousness of her situation even though those particular scenes, scenes in which 
she artfully negotiated the Boston landscape, are not typeset in print. In other 
words, like other fugitives, she might have struggled to secure the bare essen-
tials of life (i.e. food and shelter) in a climate in which fugitives were hunted. 
In the absence of words, silences are extrapolations that lay between black 
and white, between what James C. Scott defines as the public and hidden 
transcripts that fortifies social interactions between those who have power 
and those who do not. They are interpretations deeply rooted in common 
sense, sound reasoning, and inductive logic. ‘Silences,’ Michel-Rolph 
Trouilliot explains,

are inherent in history because any single event enters history with some of its consti-
tuting parts missing. Something is always left out while something else is recorded…
As sources fill the historical landscape with their facts, they reduce the room available
to other facts.

Near inscriptions in gray, these other facts, these silences represent information
implicitly expressed. Consequently, like all words on paper, runaway advertise-
ments consist not only of multiple authors, but also of at least two principle texts;
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one that is in plain sight, the other concealed, the two a seamlessly intertwined
tableau vivant.12

Let us consider further and critically Bulkley’s advertisements for Billah. On
the surface, they do not appear to reveal much. Beyond his general descriptions,
the Boston resident seemed to have offered little to the public with regards to
additional information that would assist would-be slave catchers in their
efforts to secure Billah. Between the words printed in the paper, however, the
slave owner did in fact provide the public useful intelligence, intelligence he
clearly deemed as important as the actual text his advertisement expressed, intel-
ligence that the public at large would have understood and would not have taken
for granted. The ‘Negro Girl,’ he explained, though subtly, rejected the terms of
her captivity. By refusing to answer to another name, one forced on her, Billah
made a strong impression on her master, one he felt compelled to document.
Indeed, the tension or dramaturgical energy underscored by the fugitive’s
name is almost explicit when one takes into account the fact that only a few
enslaved African Americans were allowed to keep their old names, names that
were more or less memories of their African past. Resonating between the
lines of the tableau vivant that are collectively the notices Bulkley had placed
in the newspaper is the frustration the slave owner felt in his inability to
make his brash bondservant yield. Rather than persist in the matter of her
name, the captain relented as he probably judged her labor more important
than her name. In this manner, Billah co-authored the advertisements printed
in the newspaper. 13

In my recent study, her name documents the Afro-Atlantic notion of pretty
or, more simply put, a real and symbolic moment of slave resistance. Not to
be confused with pretty as an expression of beauty, my notion of pretty in the
Afro-Atlantic world reflected an aesthetic in which downtrodden slaves
expressed a sense of somebody-ness as they confronted daily the tragic politics
of racial slavery. While some expressed pretty by walking in a particular manner,
other runaways demonstrated it by pretending to own themselves or pretending
to possess certain skills. In Billah’s case, her name documented her somebody-
ness. Instead of accepting a western name, she fought back. To emphasize the
matter, she might have pronounced it in a particular way, a way that reflected
her African past or even referenced herself in the third person. Despite the poss-
ible threat of violence, violence that made other slaves submit, Billah denied her
master the prerogative of naming, a prerogative that is particularly acute when
we consider the ways in which masters used names to acclimate new Africans
forced into slavery.14

The Power of a Name

Naming played a significant role in New England slavery. Like slaves in other
parts of British North America, Billah’s deracination (albeit her efforts proved
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more successful than most) probably began with the complex ritual of naming.
Naming, Orlando Patterson explains, is ‘a symbolic act’ that strips ‘a person of
his former identity.’ While the significance of the new name varied from one
slave culture to the next, they all had one thing in common. ‘The slave’s
former name died with his former self.’ As in the case of Alex Haley’s supposedly
defiant ancestor, Kunta Kinte, who had been beaten and made to answer to the
slave name Toby, naming signaled the transformation of a human being into a
thing. What is more, when a master died, some slaves might have suffered the
indignity of naming twice. That had certainly been true of a New England
enslaved African American woman who left one ‘Capt Silvier’ in 1768. In
addition to reporting the fugitive’s age, a description of her clothing, and how
she had styled her hair, the Cold Lane resident noted that ‘her Name was for-
merly Redisher.’15

Eighteenth-century New Englanders proved no different than their counter-
parts in British North America in this regard. There, most preferred western,
geographic, or classical names for their bondservants. For much of the colonial
period, over two-thirds of the names recorded in notices demonstrated the natal
alienation most slaves endured. Amid notices for missing horses and lots of land
for let were numerous advertisements for runaways named Cesar or Cato. If not
names like Hercules, Cicero, or Chloe, New England masters forced their bond-
servants to take geographic or place names like London, Boston, or Newport. In
this setting, unusual were names like Billah’s. During the decade in which she
absconded, 20 per cent of those who left refused to answer to western or biblical
names. Like Billah, they managed to keep their original names. For example, a
common name among several fugitives, Cuff is an African day that meant
that those individuals name were born on Friday.16 (Table 2)

Billah’s persistence, however, might have come at a price. To be sure, the
slave’s African name could have proven her undoing. Like a proverbial Achilles
heel, when called by her original name, she probably answered. When taken up
and interrogated as to whom she belonged, Billah probably helped her would-be
captors inadvertently. If called Bilhah, whose spelling, pronunciation, and
meaning differed from Billah, she might have refused to answer. She might
have held fast to her sense of somebody-ness by correcting them in their elocu-
tion. Who better than her owner knew fully the true nature of that somebody-
ness. Indeed, the dramaturgical intensity of those moments between the fugitive
woman and her master are captured in the advertisements Bulkley had printed
in the newspaper. Billah, the captain warned his New England neighbors, might
prove difficult in apprehending.

In this setting, Bulkley’s advertisement might have in fact communicated a
great deal more. In the silence that surrounded the letters that made up the
slave woman’s name, a rich tableau vivant emerges. Without additional words
in print, he informed the public about his bondservant’s character. Billah, he
explained in implicit but nonetheless real terms, took pride in herself. Because
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she had refused to let go of her African past, she might prove particularly dogged
in her determination to be free. In much the same way she would not yield in
terms of what she would be called, Billah might have been equally stubborn in
maintaining ownership of herself. Put another way, the fugitive woman would
fight: she would not go gently into that good night.17 (See Appendix 2 for a
detailed account of an incident in which a fugitive refused to comply with
would be patrols.)

This should come as no surprise. In other parts of British North America,
other fugitives also held fast to their Moslem names. In South Carolina,
Edmond Ellis’ ‘Ishmael’ refused to answer to another. Ishmael, in Moslem tra-
ditions, signified an important figure in Koran. The first-born son of Abraham
and his wife’s Egyptian servant, Hagar, Ishmael would father 12 tribes that
would establish the genealogical foundation of Islam and its relationship
with the Abrahamic religions of Judaism and Christianity. For Ellis’s recently
imported slave, the name reflected a complex history in which Africans had as
early as the 7th century adopted Islam. The same is likely true of John Frank’s
slave. Not long after the 30-year-old ‘Negro Man’ stole himself away, the
Pennsylvania resident informed the public at large that his bondservant,
‘ALLI,’ not only left his place between ‘Arch and Race Streets,’ but also
carried with him an assortment of clothing. John Graham’s ‘NEGRO
FELLOW, ‘Mahomet,’ also refused to answer to another name. By his
master’s account, the Georgia fugitive left his master’s plantation and likely
found refugee among a group of Native Americans who resided nearby.
Henry Middleton’s ‘Kouli-Kan’ may have been equally intransigent. In a
similar manner, Josiah Smith, Jr.’s ‘MOOSA,’ an English corruption of Musa
who in the Koran led the Hebrews out of captivity in Ancient Egypt, also
refused to yield. Rather, as the Charleston, South Carolina slave-owner made
plain of his modern-day Moses, the fugitive who had been ‘much whipped
about the Belly,’ proved a proud and unruly slave. A native of the Fullah
country in Africa, he left Smith’s Austin Plantation in the company of several
others. Among the party of strangers in a strange land: Paris, ‘a strong made
Fellow’ who had country marks about his face, Sido, a slave who once worked
in ‘Sugah Country,’ Tarresman, a country-born slave, and Chloe, a 14-year-
old, country-born girl. While it is unclear whether Moosa actually led the
group to freedom, one thing is undeniable. Despite the presence of additional
words in print to clarify the matter, the West African Moslem demonstrated
resistance by holding on to his original name, much like Bulkley’s Billah.18

New England runaways who had surnames tell a similar story. Without
expressing it explicitly in print, enslaved African Americans resisted. The dra-
maturgical power of those moments is captured in fugitive advertisements.
For in those unheralded accounts, slaves like Thomas Morro, George Gregory,
and others emerged as the protagonist, the confidence men (and women) of
their own heroic tales. When he had been apprehended, for example, Benjamin
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Green’s ’sprightly’ man, informed his jailer that he had mistakenly taken into
custody a free man who ’calls himself’ by two names: Caesar Sambo. Unlike
runaway indentured servants or apprentices, most black people rarely enjoyed
the privilege of a surname before emancipation. Of the hundreds of New
England runaways whose names were reported in the newspapers between
1730 and 1779, roughly seven per cent could boast of having two names.19

Runaway who had surnames in other parts of British North America related a
similar drama hidden in plain sight. In New York, approximately 10 per cent of
those who absconded were identified as having two names. Figures recorded for
the colonies further south, however, demonstrate lower instances in which fugi-
tives were recognized as full persons – that is in name alone. In Virginia, three
per cent of those who ran away in the tobacco region were identified with two
names. In South Carolina, runaways who had two names represented less than
one full per cent. All in all, like Bulkley’s Billah, these fugitives also co-authored
the advertisements placed in the newspapers for their return by forcing their
owners to recognize them by terms of their own design. 20 (Table 3)

New England fugitives with creolized names represent yet another silence. On
18 November 1754, for example, Philip Curtis’s ‘Negro Man Servant’ ran away.
When he left, he took only the clothes he wore. It had been an assorted allot-
ment: ‘a grey Woollen Coat, with Brass Buttons, a strip’d black and white
Jacket, and white West coat, Linnen Breeches and Trousers, blue Stockings
and old Shoes.’ According to the advertisement the resident of Stoughton had
printed in the Boston Gazette, the fugitive was a man of middle stature and
portly. His left arm had been shorter than his right; his complexion, the color
of cooper. His teeth were irregular.21 Other clues, however, specifically the 24-
year-old man’s name, Scipio Congo, suggest that he might have been a native
of Africa. Like Billah, Scipio Congo’s names underscore a silence that might
reflect his African past. Much in the same way that his irregular teeth might

Table 3. Surname characteristics of runaways in British North America (measured in
percentages).

North American Colonies Grouping

Periods
Massachusetts
(New England)

New York
(Mid-Atlantic)

Virginia
(Chesapeake)

South Carolina
(Low Country)

1730s 3% 0% 2% 1%
1740s 5% 14% 1% 0.5%
1750s 8% 12% 4% .8%
1760s 10% 12% 6% .5%
1770s 9% 13% 3% .8%

Sources: Lathan A. Windley, Runaway Slave Advertisements: A Documentary History. New York: Greenwood Press,
1983. 4vols; Billy G. Smith and Richard Wojtowicz, Blacks Who Stole Themselves: Advertisement for Runaways in
the Pennsylvania Gazette, 1728–1790. Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 1989; Graham Russell
Hodges and Alan Edward Brown, ‘Pretends to Be Free’: Runaway Slave Advertisements from Colonial and Revolu-
tionary New York and New Jersey. New York: Fordham University, 1994; Antonio T. Bly, Escaping Bondage: A Docu-
mentary History of Runaway Slaves in Eighteenth-Century New England, 1700–1789. Maryland: Lexington Books,
2012; Readex: America’s Historical Newspapers Database; and, Eighteenth-Century American Newspapers in
the Library of Congress in Microfilm.
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also say something of his background, Scipio’s names underscore the complex
world of a slave. On the one hand, his names might denote social death that
is his status as other in eighteenth-century New England.22 As his master
made plain, the bondservant might have been ‘named’ Scipio. A derogatory
appellation, the name might have been given to him to mock the fact that the
African man had been stripped of his previous identity. Unlike Scipio Africanus
whose agnomen reflected ancient Rome’s glory and the defeat of the Carthagi-
nian Empire of northern Africa in the third century BC, the slave’s names rep-
resented the opposite. Rather than signifying victory, the name ‘Scipio Congo’
signified subjugation.23 On the other hand, however, the slave’s names might
conceal another, equally plausible account. In that story, Scipio Congo
adopted the name for himself, as he might have been a son of Kongo. As
recent studies of the Trans-Atlantic slave trade demonstrate, Africans taken
from West Central Africa (a region that spans the modern-day states of
Angola, the Democratic Republic of Congo, the Republic of the Congo, and
Gabon) did in fact represent a significant portion of those who were brought
to Americas. Between 1519 and 1867, 45 per cent of all Africans brought to
the New World came from West Central Africa. Of those who were transported
to British North America, West Central Africans accounted for one-quarter.24

(Table 4) Read in this context, Scipio Congo, like other West Central Africans
or Bantu peoples, might have fancied his irregular teeth that might have been
sharpened.25

Pomp Fleet’s names also represented a silence in the advertisement he made
his master recognize when he turned to the newspaper for help in securing his
servant. Like Scipio Congo, his names also concealed a dramaturgical moment.
Indeed, as tensions were stirring between the residents of Massachusetts and
Great Britain, the ‘sturdy well set Negro Fellow’ decided that the time had
come to protest with his feet. When he left, the fugitive, who fancied dressing
his ‘Wool’ in the ‘Maccaroni’ style, carried with him several articles of clothing.
Not long after Pomp’s flight, slave-catchers took up the runaway, turned him
over to the local authorities, and received payment for their efforts. The 27-
year-old runaway, however, had other plans. Two days after being imprisoned,

Table 4. Africans brought to America: Central African captives in British North America.
Periods Northern Colonies Chesapeake Carolinas/and Georgia Total

1701–1710 0 231 0 0
1711–1720 0 220 0 220
1721–1730 0 3,505 306 3811
1731–1740 3,401 9,597 18,362 31,360
1741–1750 878 1,343 287 2,508
1751–1760 0 4,042 3,183 7,225
1761–1770 0 2,307 5,754 8,061
1771–1780 0 681 2,638 3,319
1781–1790 0 0 2,445 2,644

Source: Jelmer Vos, ‘Kongo, North America and the Slave Trade,’ In Kongo Across the Waters, eds., Susan Cooksey,
Robin Poynor, and Hein Vanhee (Gainesville: University Press of Florida, 2013), 41.
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he broke out of jail. By his master’s estimation, Pomp did not go far. For the
bondservant, as he told it, had been seen lurking about with an ‘Indian
Wench’ he considered ‘his Wife.’ Besides his stylized hair, his two names docu-
mented his pride or my Afro-Atlantic notion of pretty or somebody-ness.26

Other documents reveal a fuller account about the fugitive’s story. Pomp had
been the property of Thomas Fleet, Jr. who operated a print shop located on
Cornhill Lane in Massachusetts. Before that, he had been the property of
Fleet’s father: Thomas Fleet, Sr. According to Isaiah Thomas’s history of printing
in America, the senior Fleet owned several slaves, one of whom he trained in the
business of printing. ‘An ingenious man,’ Peter Fleet, cut and fashioned ‘on
wooden blocks, all the pictures which decorated the ballads and small books
of his master.’ About town, the slave had also been known by another name:
‘Black Peter.’ Before his master’s death in 1758, Peter fathered two sons
whom he taught the art of printing. Like their father, Pomp and Cesar were con-
sidered a valuable part of the Fleet family’s estate. 27

Read in this setting, Pomp’s names signify at once several aspects about the
slave’s life. First, they represent a silence, one that would reemerge in the adver-
tisement printed for his apprehension, one that expresses pride. Secondly, the
surname underscores direct familial ties between Peter and his sons as well as
fictive bonds between the Fleet family and their slaves. Without a doubt, the
name highlights the slave’s intrinsic value to both the father and the son.
Lastly, within the small slave community in New England, the surname
probably reflected another form of prestige in which Pomp set himself apart
from other slaves. Between 1730 and 1779, approximately seven per cent of
absconding slaves in New England were described as artisans (Table 5).

Additional records reveal more details about the slave named Pomp Fleet.
Extant copies of Thomas Fleet, Jr.’s ‘The Prodigal Daughter’ might include an
illustrated title page initialed by the fugitive. (Image 2) Like his father, Pomp
not only learned the business of typesetting letters, but also the art of illustrating
books. Like his stylized ‘Wool,’ Pomp’s signature signified pride. His signature

Table 5. Fugitive work characteristics of New England runaways (measured in percentages).
Occupations

Periods N/A Skilled Domestic Semi Skilled

1730–1739 87% 7% 6% 0%
1740–1749 83% 8% 5% 4%
1750–1759 81% 8% 9% 2%
1760–1769 84% 6% 9% 2%
1770–1779 86% 4% 9% 2%

Sources: Lathan A. Windley, Runaway Slave Advertisements: A Documentary History. New York: Greenwood Press,
1983. 4vols; Billy G. Smith and Richard Wojtowicz, Blacks Who Stole Themselves: Advertisement for Runaways in
the Pennsylvania Gazette, 1728–1790. Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 1989; Graham Russell
Hodges and Alan Edward Brown, ‘Pretends to Be Free’: Runaway Slave Advertisements from Colonial and Revolu-
tionary New York and New Jersey. New York: Fordham University, 1994; Antonio T. Bly, Escaping Bondage: A Docu-
mentary History of Runaway Slaves in Eighteenth-Century New England, 1700–1789. Maryland: Lexington Books,
2012; Readex: America’s Historical Newspapers Database; and, Eighteenth-Century American Newspapers in
the Library of Congress in Microfilm.
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also appeared in other documents. No long after the evacuation of Boston during
the American Revolution, Pomp finally succeeded in emancipating himself by
siding with the British. His name appeared later in a list of Black Loyalists
leaving New York at the end of the War. Like other African Americans who
sided with the crown, Pomp moved to Nova Scotia and started life anew. Even-
tually, Pomp, his wife (possibly Sucky Coleman), and their son Sam Fleet made

Image 2. ‘The Prodigal Daughter.’ Title Page. 1769. Special Collections, Princeton University
Library. Courtesy of Princeton University Library.
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their way to the new British colony in Sierra Leonne. In 1791, their names
appeared in a list of African Americans who migrated from Birch town to the
West African country.28

Besides Pomp’s story, notices in which masters unintentionally recorded
slaves’ preferences with regard to their names highlight another silence. On 15
September 1749, for example, ‘a Spanish Negro Man named Andrew’ left ‘his
Masters, John Salmon and Company.’ Like Billah, the man carried with him
only the clothes he wore that day. In addition to reporting that the ‘thick
square set’ man who spoke ‘broken English’ (possibly a precursor to a type of
Gullah in the North) and had been ‘between 30 and 40 Years of Age,’ the
Boston merchant informed the public about his slave’s preferred name. He
had been ‘named’ Andrew, he noted, ‘but calls himself Andress.’ This dramatur-
gical moment is a powerful one.29

Because clearly in the runaway’s mind; the two names meant two different
things. From his perspective, Andress, a variant of the Greek name ‘Andreas,’
that signified manliness, was not the same thing as Andrew, an Anglicized devi-
ation or corruption of Andreas. Whether or not Andress knew of the classical
origins of his name is unclear. His preference is a different matter altogether.
Indeed, on occasion, he might have even corrected his master who apparently
came to consider the matter of his name quite significant. For in each of the rep-
rints Salmon had printed in the newspapers, he recognized his slave’s preference.
Presumably, the bondservant made an impression on his master. In spite of his
owner’s efforts to the contrary, Andress refused being called Andrew. Read in
this context, he too co-authored the advertisement posted for his capture.30

Other New England slave owners also noted the preferences of their bondser-
vants. Four days before Benjamin Reed employed the services of Samuel Knee-
land, his ‘Negro Man Servant, named Sambo’ absconded. By his master’s
account, the slave ‘pretends to be a Doctor’ and ‘speaks good English.’ The
self-professed physician also carried with him ‘a Bible… and some other
Books.’ As his master’s advertisement suggested, the stout man could probably
read – a fact that registers another silence in the text. In other words, the silence
surrounding the reading materials underscores the fact that Sambo had achieved
some degree of literacy. Like Salmon’s Andress, Reed’s Sambo expressed a pre-
ference in what he would be called. Although named Sambo, an African name
given to second sons, the fugitive ‘calls himself Samuel Hank.’ In 1775, when
Quamono (a variation for an African day name for children born on Saturday)
left, Nehemiah Skillings also informed the public that his ‘23 Years old’man pre-
ferred the name Jack. Almost two years later when a slave named London
absconded, his owner, James Ames, told the readers of the Massachusetts Spy
that his servant calls ‘himself Harry.’ During the aftermath of the American
Revolution, a country-born slave ‘named Cuff’ also took his freedom by protest-
ing with his feet. Before he ran, however, he let his master, William Seymour,
know that he preferred the name Tom.31
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Gestures as Silence

Besides these complex dramaturgical scenes, references in runaway advertise-
ments demonstrate other silences. For instance, another way in which New
England fugitives co-authored notices had been through the use of their
bodies to express their displeasure. References to slaves’ demeanor indeed
reveal additional examples of slaves influencing the words that appeared in
print. Compared to the implicit references where they refused to answer to
another name, these recorded displays seemed more explicit in nature. Consider
the runaway notice Jonathan Haszard had printed in the Newport Mercury as the
first of several examples. On 11 April 1763, the slave owner reported, his ‘Mustee
Boy, about thirteen Years of Age’ ran away from his place in South-Kingston.
Like Billah, the ‘thick sett Fellow’ absconded with only the clothes he wore
that day. But perhaps most important had been Haszard’s description of his
bondservant’s demeanor, a countenance he characterized as being ‘something
hard.’ In those few words, the Rhode Island slave owner warned the public
about his slave’s penchant to express himself. Without uttering a word,
Hazard’s unnamed man registered his discontent with his master. While not
directly challenging his master’s authority, Haszard’s fugitive slave did nonethe-
less co-author or inform his owner’s choice of words when it became necessary
to employ the services of a printer.32

In their analysis of slave behavior and gestures, Shane White and Graham
White explored how in a myriad of understated ways slaves resisted their
plight. Instead of talking back, for example, some rolled their eyes. Others
closed their eyes when being spoken to. A few stared intensely at their
owners.33 New England fugitives proved no less defiant in that regard. In
1745, for example, Joseph Hale’s ‘Negro man named Cato’ ran away. His
flight robbed his master of his property – in more ways than one. Before he
left, Hale explained, the 22-year-old slave learned to ‘read and write.’ He also
learned ‘Farming Work.’ When he went away, he also carried with him
additional articles of clothing, a black wig, a violin, and an extra pair of shoes.
In addition to documenting his losses, the Newbury captain commented on
the ‘short and small’ man’s temperament. Cato, he reported, had ‘a sly Look.’
The advertisement Timothy Greenleaf had printed in the Boston Evening Post
had been a little bit more exact. When his slave ran away, Greenleaf told the
public that his man, named Newport ‘had a sly Look with his Eyes.’

With their eyes, both runaways registered dramaturgical moments: they
made strong impressions on their masters. The same appears to have been
true of Simon Elliot’s fugitive. When the New England slave left his owner,
Samson did not leave empty-handed. According to his master, he ‘stole
betwixt fifty and sixty pounds in Continental and other bills.’ He also
carried with him a variety of clothing. He ‘had on when he went away,’ his
master continued, ‘a blue coat & scarlet jacket, and white linnen breeches,
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and stockings, and a new fashion cock’d hat.’ A dandy in his own right, the ‘five
feet eight inches high’ Samson spoke ‘good English’ and ‘is sprightly and
active.’ Moreover, judging from the advertisement Greenleaf had been
forced to have printed in the newspaper, the bondsman proved quite unruly
in his own right. ‘When he speaks,’ Elliot explained, ‘he has a learing under
look with his eyes.’34

In addition to their facial expressions, slaves used their bodies to voice their
displeasure. While the gestures reflected in Haszard’s mulatto boy’s hard coun-
tenance are perhaps universal in nature, specifically those that register discon-
tent, slave gestures might represent an invocation of African traditions.
Studies by Graham White and Shane White, Robert Farris Thompson and
more recently that of Barbaro Martinez-Ruiz and Yolanda Covington-Ward
provide us with an alternate way of reading runaway advertisements in this
regard. Put another way, Hazsard’s slave’s ‘hard’ countenance might conceal a
symbolic but expressive intersection where European and African customs
found common ground of slaves using their bodies to express a type of language
that their masters noted but in the fewest number of words, maybe because of
the expense.35

Among the BaKongo people of modern-day Angola, Pakalala is an akimbo
gesture where individuals place their hands defiantly on their hips. The universal
message that it communicates is that the person is ‘ready to accept the challenges
of a situation.’36 The meaning of such a gesture would not have been lost on
colonial New Englanders who more than likely observed this stance before in
others whom they considered impertinent. Without uttering a word, Hazsard’s
boy might have appeared insolent. If not pakalala, Haszard’s slave might have
gestured tuluwa lwa luumbu. This pose symbolized a power stance in which
the individual symbolically walled themselves in against psychological
assault.37 In other words, the mulatto slave demonstrated resistance by simply
crossing his arms. In a similar fashion, Telama represents another gesture in
which slaves might have used their bodies to register displeasure. Telama,
according to Robert Farris Thompson, signified at once control and redirection.
A Kongo akimbo gesture in which a person extends one’s arm out in front of
another person, motioning stop while the other hand rests on their hip,
telama is a gesture where slaves managed to defy their masters, without direct
physical confrontation. Rather, before they decided to abscond, many slaves
probably deployed this stance to express annoyance. When forced to turn to
print to retrieve their property, many masters probably used words like hard,
insolent, or impertinent when describing their slaves’ comportments. The dra-
maturgy such descriptors conceal is nonetheless almost palatable as they register
a sense of defiance their masters could not deny when they turned to print.38

Other New England slaves also told their masters that they would not submit.
On 11 January 1754, for example, a country-born man, ‘named Dan,’ left his
master. Besides noting that the man had been marked by smallpox, the New
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England proprietor enumerated an assortment of clothes the 20-year-old bond-
servant carried with him. Equally important, however, had been the well-dressed
and well-set man’s manner. Both had clearly made an impression on his master.
Dan, Stone reported, ‘has a very stern Countenance.’ When Captain Thomas
Lawton’s ‘Molatto Slave named Caesar’ ran away, he too made a similar
impression on his master. As the Bristol resident told it, his bondservant exhib-
ited ‘a down Look and surly Countenance.’39

In the silence of Lawton’s description of his runaway’s demeanor is a multi-
faceted narrative in which the fugitive unambiguously demanded his humanity
from his master who in turn had little choice but to recognize that fact subtly in
print. That is to say, if read in a literal way, Caesar’s down-looking gaze does not
fit well with his defiant manner his master described as surly. Reading between
the lines, the man had at once a deferential and an insubordinate nature. Clearly,
the bondservant’s posture not only made an impression on his master, but also
betrayed the fact that the master and the slave might have routinely clashed with
one another over their respective roles in the relationship. Like other New
England slaves, Caesar used his body to redirect the intentions of his owner.
If but for only a short moment, he fought back.

Unlike those slaves who displayed a hard or insolence disposition, Cato’s
‘surly countenance’ might represent an even more explicit reference to slave
resistance. According to the Oxford English Dictionary, surly meant bad tem-
pered or unfriendly. It also meant portentousness and arrogance. A word used
to characterize a person’s behavior as discourteous, surly branded its recipient:
brusque, impolite, and disrespectful. As early as the fourteenth century, the word
had been a part of the European lexicon. Derived from the word sirly that con-
noted status, surly represented a manner in which those who embodied its
characteristics demanded respect. In that manner, several fugitive slaves might
have gained a certain degree of human dignity. Much in the same way that
Thomas Lawton thought Caesar surly, other New England slave owners also
thought of their bondservants in similar terms. When a slave named DICK’
left his master in 1782, Job Mulford, described him as a ‘pretty surly.’40

Perhaps the most common gesture used by slaves to express themselves in
silence is also the most misunderstood, if not oversimplified: Nunsa. Head
averted, lips pursed, Nunsa signifies direction and misdirection.41 At once, it
expressed deference and disregard. In numerous fugitive advertisements, this
BaKongo gesture is probably what many New England slave masters had wit-
nessed firsthand when they described their bondservants as displaying a down-
cast look. When Isaac Fowler’s ‘dark Mustee Fellow, named Caesar,’ absconded
the North Kingstown resident recounted that the well-set man had ‘thick short
neck, and a down Look.’ Without a direct verbal challenge to his master’s auth-
ority, Caesar’s ‘down Look’ might have expressed resistance, albeit subtly. His
averted head redirected hismaster’s angry gaze or verbal assault.When compelled
to employ the services of a printer, Fowler certainly did not think his slave’s
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gesture a small matter.42 Far from it, without uttering a single word, New England
slaves like Caesar told their masters that they were not happy. Not only that, they
also told them that they were prepared to fight. In most of those instances,
however, fighting did not mean violence or rebellion or even the act of running
away or truancy. Instead, fighting meant standing one’s ground in a situation,
refusing to relent for a time. In these subtle contests that clearly must have
occurred routinely between masters and slaves, silence and certain body gestures
probably represented the best and the most effective weapon a slave had at their
disposal. When that did not work, they protested with their feet. When forced to
print a notice to reclaim their stolen property, many slave owners revealed unwit-
tingly their slaves’ humanity via the words they chose. Succinct in what they
reported about their bondservants, they exposed the complex nature of the insti-
tution that would make a person into a thing. Typically, one advertisement cost
almost a full quarter of a yearly newspaper subscription, if not that than certainly
one-quarter the amount of a reward to capture a runaway.43

The more precise their descriptions were the lesser the expense. Because most
people were probably already familiar with the assortment of ways in which
bondservants used their bodies to protest, the subtext of masters’ choices of
words had not been lost on those who decided to answer masters’ public cries
for help. Like slave owners elsewhere, most New Englanders understood how
to read the silences that lay in between the lines. Indeed, theirs had been a
world in which it had been commonplace to read newspapers aloud, rendering
the text more vivid in its depiction of colors, textures, movement, objects, and
gestures. These performances in print might partly explain why some printers
included stock images of runaways in notices, transforming printed accounts
of slaves’ flights into an even more nuanced tableau vivant.44

Beyond Words

Ultimately, like slaves in other parts of British North America, New England run-
aways managed the cruel politics of slavery artfully, using silence as a powerful
tool in which to express themselves. Much in the same way that ‘riot’ represented,
as Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. would observe well over 200 years later, an indispen-
sable part of ‘the language of the unheard,’ silence proved an essential part of the
language of the socially dead. For silence or the absence of letters concealed
complex moments of dramaturgy.45 Like most slaves whomade otherwise unspeak-
able things spoken, their gestures and their willingness not to utter a single word
provided them with powerful tools of communication. That is, before deciding to
protest with their feet, they denounced their plight in a variety of subtle ways.
Rather than resort to poisoning or arson or other acts of day-to-day resistance,
slaves made their true feelings known by deploying silence. Despite slave owners’
attempts to deny them their humanity, they communicated a great deal more and
in so doing made it impossible for their owners to fully ignore them.
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As their masters’ world had been one largely defined through the possession of
property, a slave’s decision to run away represented a significant occurrence, one
that did not necessarily require verbosity in print. To be sure, in many instances,
slaves not only stole themselves, but also other valuable commodities. While some
stole money or a horse or tools, many more carried away additional articles of
clothing. In 1775, for instance, Elizabeth Symonds lamented in the newspaper
the loss of her property. Not long after New Englanders had adopted non-impor-
tation accords, her ‘negro man named Pomp’ left, taking away not only himself,
but also a considerable amount of goods. He carried away, she exclaimed,

a green coat with metal buttons, a handsome hat, cut small, a durey coat, 2 kersey
jackets lined with red baize, a black serge jacket, a lapel’d striped holland jacket, a
sailor’s white knotted jacket, a white holland shirt, a striped cotton and linen shirt,
2 check linen shirts, 2 woolen ditto, a pair of black knit breeches, 2 pair of shoes,
[and] a pair of silver shoe and knee buckles.

He also took, ‘a piece of sprig’d stuff.’ According to Linda Baumgarten’s study of
eighteenth-century textiles, sprigged stuff had been ‘a type of textile, muslin
embellished with a decorative pattern.’ At a time when refined, manufactured
goods were probably scarce and politicized, Pomp’s flight represented at once
an act of grand larceny, provocative act of rebellion, and a loaded moment of
dramaturgy in which the slave co-wrote the very advertisement printed for his
return.46

Some slaves left with their children. In 1783, ‘on [a] Sunday night… a Negro
man named TACK, about 25 years of age, midling stature, likely, active, and well
made’ ran away from his master Thomas Seymore. Besides stealing himself and,
of course, the clothes he wore, the country-born man did not leave empty-
handed. He ‘plays well,’ his master observed ‘on the Flute and Fife.’ Though
not explicitly stated, the fugitive slave probably carried with him those
musical instruments. More important than either his flute or fife, the defiant
slave also took his family. When he ‘went off,’ his New England master
explained, he left ‘in company with a Negro Wench of Mr. Platt’s of this
town, who carried her cloaths and female child.’Despite the passage of time, Sey-
mour’s resentment is still almost evident. Sullen, the Hartford resident also
reported, that the ‘40 years old’ woman ‘pretends to be his wife.’ In the silences
of the advertisement he had printed in the Connecticut Courant, he also recorded
unintentionally a rich dramaturgical scene where his proud man servant prob-
ably used his body, more so than actual words, to make plain his love of his wife
to his master who thought her nothing but a woman of low rank and status.47

Regardless, not long after Tack and many others had absconded, slave masters
turned to the public square for help. By word of mouth or manuscript advertise-
ments posted in communal places, they got the word out. Typically, many slave
owners in New England waited several weeks before they made a visit to the local
print shop. Almost 80 per cent probably judged themselves good stewards of
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their slaves, giving them some time to return on their own volition. While away,
they reasoned, slaves might have visited family. They might have reconnected
with dear friends. Theymight have pursued a romantic interest. Ironically, by con-
trast,Virginianmastersprovedmoremagnanimous. There, one-thirdof the fugitive
advertisements were printed within a few weeks of a slave’s flight; another third
between one to two months after a slave had left (See Appendix 1). However,
when compelled to turn to print, masters in Massachusetts, Connecticut, Rhode
Island, and NewHampshire were as deliberate as anyone else in their composition
of advertisements. Almost like a poem, that conveys a great deal of information in
few words, their notices captured cleverly a world in motion. Although fixed in
black and white, the words they chose could not hope to contain fully the rich
scenes of everyday life they only marginally recorded. Not discounting the fixed
language of the postscripts in which the public had been warned against harboring,
concealing, and abetting runaways, fugitive notices communicated true intelligence
about slaves for would-be patrols. In many instances, they also reported nuanced
aspects about slaves’ personalities that in turn reflected complex moments of dra-
maturgy inwhichmasters and slavesnegotiated the terms of their complex relation-
ships. Just like other slave owners in BritishNorth America, New Englanders relied
not only on the actual words in print, but also on the words expressed inferentially:
silences.Writing over 100 years after Billah’s flight,Harriet Beecher Stowe probably
explained the absence of words in advertisements best when she characterized
silence as a ‘flashing eye,’ a ‘gloomyand troubled brow… part of a natural language
that could not be repressed,--indubitable signs, which showed too plainly that the
man could not become a thing.’48
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Appendices

Appendix 1. Placement intervals (by months) for advertising fugitive slaves (measured in
percentages).

Massachusetts

Periods >1 1 2 3–5 6–12 <1 n/a

1730s 80% 3% 0% 3% 0% 0% 14%
1740s 77% 2% 3% 2% 4% 1% 11%
1750s 78% 10% 1% 1% 2% 2% 6%
1760s 76% 6% 3% 0% 0% 3% 12%
1770s 78% 3% 5% 1% 1% 1% 11%

Virginia

1730s 54% 25% 9% 6% 3% 0% 3%
1740s 22% 26% 11% 7% 15% 0% 19%
1750s 43% 26% 4% 6% 13% 4% 4%
1760s 23% 20% 11% 14% 8% 5% 20%
1770s 26% 22% 10% 16% 8% 2% 16%

Sources: Lathan A. Windley, Runaway Slave Advertisements: A Documentary History. New York: Greenwood Press,
1983. 4vols; Billy G. Smith and Richard Wojtowicz, Blacks Who Stole Themselves: Advertisement for Runaways in
the Pennsylvania Gazette, 1728–1790. Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 1989; Graham Russell
Hodges and Alan Edward Brown, ‘Pretends to Be Free’: Runaway Slave Advertisements from Colonial and Revolu-
tionary New York and New Jersey. New York: Fordham University, 1994; Antonio T. Bly, Escaping Bondage: A Docu-
mentary History of Runaway Slaves in Eighteenth-Century New England, 1700–1789. Maryland: Lexington Books,
2012; Readex: America’s Historical Newspapers Database; and, Eighteenth-Century American Newspapers in
the Library of Congress in Microfilm.
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Appendix 2

Almost all of the newspaper advertisements that appeared in colonial newspapers in British
North America included a warning to the public not to abet, conceal, or harbor a fugitive. In
addition to demonstrating early American societies were communities of surveillance, these
postscripts highlighted the precarious nature of taking up runaways. In itself, that precarious-
ness is yet another silence concealed in the language or the text of advertisements. The notice
below, however, makes explicit what most of those postscripts referenced implicitly.

BOSTON, September 14.
We have the following melancholy Account of a barbarous Murder committed at Bran-

trey on Tuesday last, about Noon, as related by some that were of the jury of Inquest, viz. An
Indian Fellow belonging to one Mr. Howard of Bridgewater, (formerly to Maj. Quincy of
Brantrey) having Run-away, Advertisements were issued out after him, and a Reward to
take him up, and bring him home, one Mr. Rogers of Pembrook, being at Weymouth, on
his way home happen’d to see one of the Advertisements, took it, and returned back to
look for the said Indian, and on Monday Evening last, after some enquiry, found him; and
lodging that Night at Brantrey, the Indian got away again on Morning Mr. Rogers, finding
the Indian was gone, he offered Ten Shillings to a Man to find him again, who accordingly
went, and soon brought him back: Mr. Rogers, having the Indian with him, set out on his
Journey homewards, and when they had got about Five Miles, Mr. Rogers stopt and went
into the House of one Mr. Scot with the Indian, and call’d for a Dram, but they had none;
and while they were talking together in the House, the Indian went and stood outside by
the Door; and Mr. Scot seeing him pass by the Window, told Mr. Rogers, the Indian
wou’d get away; upon which he went out, and seeing him at a little Distance from the
House, going towards a Corn Field, he ran after him: the Indian looking back and seeing
him coming, took a Jack-Knife and open’d it, as Mr. Scot tho’t by the Motion of his
Arms, and when Mr. Rogers had got near, the Indian suddenly turn’d about, and made up
to him, and then stab’d the knife into his left Breast, as ‘tis tho’t, up to the Haft, the
Wound being very deep and open: Mr. Scot and a Negro in the House seeing Mr. Rogers
assaulted, ran up to assist him, and finding the Indian with the knife in his Hand, which
Mr. Rogers had then hold of and let go, they with much difficulty, after bending the Knife
double, got it from him: Mr. Scot seeing them both bloody, ask’d Mr Rogers whether it
was his, or the Indians blood, three times before he made any Answer, and then only said,
I am either stab’d, or wounded, and fell down and dy’d immediately. The Indian got away
again, while they were looking after Mr. Rogers, but the Negro pursu’d him, and soon
catch’d him and held him, till Mr. Scot went and brought others, and then secur’d him.
Mr. Rogers was a Widower, of about 43 Years of Age, and has left three Children. The Cor-
oner’s Inquest charges the said Indian with the Murder, and he was Yesterday towards
Evening brought to Town, and committed to Goal.

Sources: Boston News-Letter, 14 September 1732. Readex: America’s Historical Newspa-
pers Database. Antonio T. Bly, Escaping Slavery: A Documentary History of Native American
Runaways in Early America, 1700-1789 Lanham: Lexington Books (in press).
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